
  

Lizerna Fresh 
Highly concentrated fabric refresher for laundry / wet cleaning 
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For industrial use only. This information sheet is for guidance only. The data set out here are 
based on the current status of our knowledge and experience. They do not in any way 
absolve users of the need to carry out their own checks and tests for suitability of the 
products for the intended processes and purposes. The data in this information sheet do not 
represent assurance of properties and stability of the products we are to supply. Subject to 
technical modifications within reason. The current version of the EU Material Safety Data 
Sheet must also be observed. 
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Properties: Ø strong deodorizing effect especially for bad-smelling clothes from old people's 
homes, restaurants and others 

Ø provides the clothes with a discreet, long-lasting fresh fragrance 

Ø combination of highly active odour absorber with distinctive broad effect 

Ø reduces the creasing formation 

Ø improves the ironing and calender properties 

Ø pleasant, full feel on goods 

Ø good antistatic concerning union fabrics 

Ø very high absorbing capacity 

Ø excellent dermatological compatibility of the treated textiles (Cytotoxicity test 
according to ISO 10993-5) 

 
 
Application: Addition to the last rinsing bath: 

 
Laundry: 1 - 3 ml/kg load (0.15 - 0.46 fl.oz/10 lbs) 
Wet cleaning: 5 - 10 ml/kg load (0.77 - 1.53 fl.oz/10 lbs) 

 
 
Technical Data: Density 20 °C (68 °F) 1.08 g/ml 
 pH-value (conc.) 4.0 - 5.0 

 COD (DIN ISO 15705) 
(chemical oxygen demand) 691 mgO2/ml 

 
 
Hints: Storage 

Lizerna Fresh is sensitive to frost and can become viscous when storing for a 
longer period under 5 °C (41 °F). It can be applied again after thawing at room 
temperature without any loss of quantity. 
The product can be stored for at least 12 months in its original sealed packing. 
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